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in their evening "walk; you can almost hear him say conversationally
to a crony at the Ion:  "Funny thing about that dog of mine.
Walks at my heels the whole way, then just here always jumps up
on the bank for a bit. Never known him fail. Likes it, somehow.
Funny little chap.'*   The magic, for me, lay in that "always".
It was a very ordinary shape of man strolling downhill along that
road, going home to the Missus and maybe to a wood fire, for it
was beginning to turn cold; nothing to distinguish him from ten  -
thousand others in England'who always took their dog for a walk
after work and before bed-time, at just this hour (you can see it in
the picture) when the air was so very still that all sound was
distinctly and separately heard;   a twitter of birds, perhaps; a
frog down in the marsh; a quacking or a neighing; crunch of a
cart far away down the hill; the church clock whirring before it
struck; a boy going by, whistling, or the man—no, I do not thin>
he whistled, he just slouched along contentedly enough; a twig
snapped sharply as the dog tared on it; that small mongrel white
dog with the light no longer on his rough coat (a few moments
later from the "now" when you were first looking at my picture)
so that he too, like the man, finished his evening walk in the
dear dark.
Over and over again I have fumbled for an explanation to those
who were perplexed at my choice of this picture: "It's romantic,"
is all I can say; "romantic that they went for that walk always,
every evening ...
I was in a small sailing-boat on Wroxham Broad in Norfolk*
We had been racing another boat, or rather I had, for that was the
first time I had been left proudly at the helm without expert
direction; so I had to put into it far more strength than I knew I
possessed, because the Ttiki~Taku carried more canvas than we did.
The tiller kicked like mad. The snowy wave of our passage went
roaring down the lee-rail. The wind stung my bare throat, arms,
legs. Twenty-eight years ago.
Now there was a pause. The sun was setting in red pools and
splashes between the reeds. I was hot, weary and triumphant.
A huge bag of juicy whiteheart cherries lay near enough that I
could dip in my hand lazily without moving. Wherever I looked
I saw water shimmering in the sunset, heard water gurgling and
lapping in die creeks, dripping from passing paddles. Boats along
the bank were preparing tor the night, hauling down their masts,
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